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Just this month, I finally got rid of my 
old 200 MHz PC and bought a 2.4 GHz
system. Now I can finally install the lat-
est software and make it run decently!
Likewise, today’s carrier-grade telecom
applications are much more demanding
of the host platform, requiring faster pro-
cessing, more memory, and higher den-
sity than their predecessors. As a result,
platforms must expand their features 
to provide higher power and cooling
capabilities, higher availability, and
comprehensive management. To reduce
time-to-market and total cost of owner-
ship, many telecom equipment manufac-
turers (OEMs) are standardizing on a
single platform for their applications
instead of creating a customized, pro-
prietary platform for each product 
group. This creates another inescapable
requirement – to ensure that the platform
has enough headroom or scalability to
support even the toughest applications,
in the toughest environments and, by 
the way, survive this punishment with 
5-nines of availability.

In designing the recently released Intel
NetStructure ZT 5088 12U General Pur-
pose Packet Switched Platform and the
Intel NetStructure ZT 5085 Redundant
Host Packet Switched Platform, Intel eval-
uated the myriad of complex and interde-
pendent factors driving today’s telecom
applications. This article covers the wide
range of issues Intel encountered while re-
searching and designing these Compact-
PCI PICMG 2.16-compliant platforms.

Designing for demand in 2003
A typical platform is a shelf subsystem
that houses and supports the application
boards, and comprises the chassis, back-
plane, power system, cooling system, and
management. Intel began by addressing
four specific requirements: 

■ High availability (HA), for today’s
data center and telecommunication
service providers. Many customers
rely so heavily on mission – or

revenue-critical applications that any
downtime, planned or unplanned, can
be very expensive in terms of hard
dollars, lost productivity, and/or
missed opportunities.

■ Application requirements such as
power and cooling. Applications
today demand more and more CPU
cycles and memory on CPU boards
and higher density/higher performance
line cards. Based on worst-case sce-
narios, this equates to approximately
50W per slot. And PICMG 2.16 inte-
grates redundant Ethernet switches
into the platform. With 24-port Gigabit
Ethernet switches installed, the plat-
form has to support up to 65-80W 
per fabric slot!

■ NEBS, FCC, and other environmen-
tal considerations. These demand a
ruggedized chassis that can withstand
earthquakes, drops, vibration, hot
ambient temperatures, humidity, low
EMI emissions, and so forth. 

■ Management. Intel implemented IPMI
(Intelligent Platform Management
Interface) management based on the
PICMG 2.9 specification, not only for
all major components in the platforms,
but for lesser components as well.

Building the ultimate platform
With a solid understanding of the require-
ments necessary to meet the current and
future demands of the industry, Intel set
out to meet all of them in designing these
two standard-based, open architecture
modular platforms:

Ruggedized chassis. Everyone in the
industry has a story about an abused chas-
sis, one that got crumpled by a forklift dur-
ing installation or dropped on a concrete
floor. When it comes to a chassis frame,
strength matters. For the ZT 5085 platform
and the ZT 5088 platform, Intel added sup-
port on the inside of the chassis shell to pro-
vide integrity, and used a steel mounting
bracket that extends at least one-quarter of
the chassis depth. Weight comes into play
too, and cutting out areas of the inner sup-

porting panels helped reduce the mass, but
keep the integrity. Typically steel was used
for support, and where complex bends in
the sheet metal were needed.

Power architecture. Not only did Intel
design the platforms to provide up to 50W
power per node slot and 80W per fabric
slot, the power architecture had to accom-
modate the particular challenges of the
physical telco plant environment as well.
There were three main areas to consider: 

■ N+1 vs. N+N power
■ Power delivered to the individual slots
■ Multiple power domains on the 

midplane

N+1 vs. N+N power
Traditionally, N+1 power architectures,
based on diode ORing redundant power
inputs from the central office (CO) power
banks, have been considered adequate to
meet the design requirements for the telco
environment. However limitations of this
design have increasingly caused the need
to design systems based upon N+N power.
See Figure 1 for a layout of the typical cen-
tral office showing two separate on-site
power plants feeding the CO equipment.
This section describes the limitations and
possible dangers associated with input
diode ORing and the single power domain.

Diode ORing on input
N+1 power design relies upon diode
ORing on the input to the platform power
supplies, as shown in Figure 2. In a nor-
mal operation, the current would be
shared equally between the Return A and
Return B, and –48 DC A and –48 DC B. If
a significant differential exists in voltage,
either to or from a source, all current will
flow from the higher potential source.

The most common failures caused by
input diode ORing include open circuit
failure and short circuit failure. Figure 3
shows the open circuit failure. In this case
the diode connected to –48V DC B feed
has failed to an “open” state, causing all of
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the power to flow through the –48V DC A
feed. This is also known as a “silent open,”
as the system will continue to operate,
without notifying that the “open” has
occurred. Without notification, the system
is reduced to a single point of failure. 

Figure 4 depicts a much more hazardous
situation, where a diode has failed to a
“short” state. This is a “silent short,” as the
system will continue to operate without
notifying that the short has occurred. With
the failure shown in Figure 4, transients
and failures on feed A propagate to feed
B. In this case, a failure of feed A could
take down feed B, resulting in multiple
chassis losing power. In an extreme case, a
failure of power plant A could propagate
to power plant B resulting in a complete
power failure in the facility. 

“Short” failures pose a significant safety
hazard to technicians. A technician, work-
ing on feed B, would open the breaker
expecting the feed to go “dead.” With the
short circuit failure as shown, feed A
would back-feed power into feed B, caus-
ing serious risk to the technician.

Power to the slot
We mentioned previously the requirement
to support up to 50W power per node slot,
and 80W per fabric slot. Small and effi-
cient power supplies rule supreme here.
The smaller the power supply, the more
room there is for the cooling architecture
in the box, where the hot-running CPUs,
line cards, and fabric boards reside.

Multiple power domains
A power domain is defined as a portion
of the platform’s backplane (sometimes
called midplane) that draws power from one
isolated power source. Traditional platform
architectures use a single power domain.
However a short circuit, caused by bent
pins, could cause the entire system to fail. A
system with dual power domains increases
system availability, allowing one half of the
platform to operate in a scenario where you
have catastrophic failure on the other power
domain. Figure 5 illustrates how power is
distributed within the Intel NetStructure
ZT 5088 12U General Purpose Packet
Switched Platform (depicts DC input, the
most common in the telco environment
PS=Power Supply). If one power feed from
the central office or data center was to fail,
the systems still have adequate power being
delivered to both power domains. 

Thermal management 
Cooling up to 50W per slot and 80W per
fabric slot in a 12U system requires a high
level of airflow, usually measured in Linear
Feet per Minute (LFM) per slot, through
both the air intake region and the card cage
itself. For the ZT 5085 platform and the ZT
5088 platform, each slot in the card cage
and each power supply needed to receive
approximately 300 Linear Feet per Minute
(LFM) of cooling. To maximize the air-
flow, it was important to maximize the
blowers, maximize the air intake area and
exhaust area in the platform, and allow a
large air plenum between the air intake and
the card cage. Additionally, power supplies
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were positioned in the rear of the chassis so
that most of the heat exhausted from the
supplies would be channeled through the
rear of the card cage. Figure 6 illustrates an
example of thermal management in the car-
rier-grade Intel NetStructure ZT 5088 plat-
form and ZT 5085 platform (cross section
airflow view of platform).

Here too, it was important to consider
redundancy for high availability. The fans
are in an N+1 architecture so that, should
a single blower fail, the system would still
provide sufficient cooling until it could 
be replaced. The thermal architecture
supports IPMI management, not only to
provide health data, but also to allow the
system manager to control the fan speed. 

Serviceability. Designing a system to be
easily serviceable matters to the techni-
cian having to perform the work. But it
also affects high availability. Mean-Time-
To-Repair (MTTR) is defined as the aver-
age duration of the unplanned downtime
and is used in calculating availability. It is
influenced by features, built into the sys-
tem, that reduce the time it takes to get a
component replaced and up and running.
Hot-swap capability is an important factor
here so the system can continue to func-
tion while components are swapped or
added. Secondly, a platform should be
designed in a modular fashion to allow
servicing of all major components. Mod-
ular, serviceable components in the Intel
NetStructure platforms include the mid-
plane, front card cage, rear card cage,
power supplies and power trays, fan trays,
air filters, line filters, power input panel,
management modules, and media. 

System management. Customers need to
know if their platform is running properly,
predict problems before they occur, and
quickly correct problems once they do
occur. Standards-based management allows
third party boards to be managed in the
same platform and allows management
software to interface easily. The PICMG 2.9
specification details IPMI-based man-
agement, which is what most Compact-
PCI manufacturers are supporting today. 
Standard software interfaces include SNMP
and Telnet.

Both the ZT 5088 platform and the ZT
5085 platform utilize the Intel Net-
Structure ZT 7101 Chassis Management
Module, which features a unique star
topology for enhanced monitoring of plat-
form components. All FRUs have LED
light indicators visible from the front of
the chassis to allow technicians to easily
locate the components that need to be ser-

viced. The management module is capa-
ble of overriding each component’s LED,
to signify “Fault” or “Attention Required.”
This allows a System Manager (who may
be located at a remote site) to illuminate
which components need to be replaced for
routine maintenance or recalls. 

High availability
The main goals of a high-availability
system are to prevent system failures,
minimize the duration of downtime and 
improve a system’s serviceability. Redun-
dant components on the Intel NetStructure
platforms, including fans, power input,
power supplies, Ethernet fabric slots, and
chassis management modules, are the
main solution to preventing system fail-
ures. Minimizing active components max-
imizes the Mean Time Between Failure
(MTBF). To further enhance the availabil-
ity of the platforms, the midplane is com-
pletely passive, meaning no active compo-
nents, it is redundant and, as mentioned
earlier in this article, the midplane can be
split into two power domains. 

Conclusion
Designing a platform that meets the power
requirements and high availability de-
mands of today’s telco environment is a
challenge. Intel designers used standards-
based, modular building blocks, based on
the CompactPCI PICMG 2.16 standard to
create a durable, rugged, reliable and
highly available solution, as demonstrated
in the ZT 5085 12U Redundant Host plat-
form and the ZT 5088 12U General Pur-
pose Packet Switched Platform.

(Note: Products discussed in this article
are being jointly developed by and are
available from both PTI and Intel.)
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